Analysis of the electron paramagnetic resonance spectrum of the cobalamin intermediate in ribonucleotide reduction.
EPR absorption-derivative lineshapes have been computed and least-squares fitted to the spectrum of the intermediate derived from 5'-deoxy-5'-adenosylcobalamin in the ribonucleotide reductase reaction. A Gaussian-type intrinsic lineshape was assumed and the effects of inhomogenous broadening, rotation of coordinate axes of the A-tensor relative to the g-tensor, angular dependence of transition probability and ligand hyperfine splitting have also been investigated. When the overall spectrum was computed as the sum of the lineshapes corresponding to two distinct Co(II) species, A and B, each having rhombic symmetry, the least squares procedure converged to a much better fit than with a single species, and matched almost all of the features of the experimental spectrum. The magnetic properties of A and B were compared with those of a series of other Co(II) complexes by a plot of g - g versus A - A. The results eliminate cobalt with 5-coordination to nitrogen for A and B, and suggest low-spin cobalt complexes having strongly distorted 6-fold coordination. The possibility that the sixth, symmetry-decreasing ligand is the oxygen molecule is excluded by the chemistry of the system and by the EPR properties of previously reported cob(II)alamins. It is suggested that the sixth ligand is a carbonyl, amide or sulfhydryl group of an enzyme sidechain which is inserted off-axis into the coordination position so as to exert the observed symmetry-lowering effect.